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Samsung Galaxy A23 Card Slot Cover Awesome Peach

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-OA235TPEGWW

Product name : Galaxy A23 Card Slot Cover Awesome
Peach

- TPU Rubber case with rear card slot
EF-OA235TPEGWW

Samsung Galaxy A23 Card Slot Cover Awesome Peach:

Set your style with these 2 colour shades
The Galaxy A23/A23 5G Card Slot Cover comes in two subtle, yet delightful shades to give your phone
some extra style. Choose from Peach or Arctic Blue.

Soft and sturdy
The Galaxy A23/A23 5G Card Slot Cover is built with TPU[1] material to protect your phone from daily
scratches and drops, while also giving you the flexibility to take it off with ease.

Keep your card handy
Keep a frequently used credit or transport card close at hand. With the Galaxy A23/A23 5G Card Slot
Cover, you can easily use it without taking out your wallet every time.
Samsung Galaxy A23 Card Slot Cover Awesome Peach. Case type: Cover, Brand compatibility: Samsung,
Compatibility: Galaxy A23, Maximum screen size: 16.8 cm (6.6"), Product colour: Peach

Features

Maximum screen size * 16.8 cm (6.6")
Compatibility * Galaxy A23
Case type * Cover
Material * Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)
Product colour * Peach
Brand compatibility * Samsung

Features

Card pocket
Protection features Drop proof, Scratch resistant

Weight & dimensions

Width 80.5 mm
Depth 13.9 mm
Height 169.2 mm
Weight 37 g
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